Life is short, play on Stadium
Very high wear tolerance. High drought tolerance. Quick recovery.
Appearance

Climatic performance

Darkest green colour of all couch varieties
Dense growth
Fine leaf
Quick spring green up (where dormant in
cooler climates)

Features
Very high wear tolerance
Fast runner growth provides quick wear
recovery
Less mowing due to upward leaf growth
Low thatch
Suitable for over sowing with rye grass
Produces low seed head (a common
irritant for people with allergies)
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High drought tolerance
Performs in heat and humidity
Suited to warmer climates

Environmental benefits
Low water usage
Reduced chemical requirements for
treatment of moisture-related lawn diseases

More information on Stadium® >
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Shade tolerance

Low

Drought tolerance

High

Maintenance

Medium high

Wear tolerance

Very high

Winter colour

1.5/10*

Cold tolerance

Low

Best planting time

Anytime

Stadium® Sports Couch has been
exclusively bred to suit high profile sporting
venues, including golf courses
and council grounds.

Where it works best

QLD, NSW, VIC

Soil type

Most soil types

Leaf

Fine

Salt tolerance

Low

Stadium® has fast runner growth for quick wear
recovery but slower upward leaf growth. The result?
A high performance, solid density turf with lower
maintenance requirements. It needs less mowing and
produces less scalping than most Couches.

Seed head levels

Low

Life is short,
play on Stadium

Stadium® performs well in warmer climates, including
dry heat and humidity, without the major thatching
issues that typically occur. With less thatch, it’s also less
susceptible to moisture-related diseases.

*Winter colour rating when fertilised.
Note: Lawn is a living product that performs differently in various
environments and seasonal conditions.
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And it doesn’t just perform well – Stadium® looks and
feels good too. It has a quick spring green up after
cooler winters.
Stadium® is an efficient water user and highly drought
tolerant.

Maintenance
Cut to 2cm-4cm every 7-21 days in the warmer
months, depending on the frequency of fertiliser
For a faster-growing lawn or to increase wear
tolerance, simply fertilise more frequently
Stadium® has rhizomes just deep enough to be
removed from the wear zone, but not so deep that
they take a long time to reshoot. This makes it ideal for
sports use.
Remember, infrequent deep watering of your lawn
promotes a healthy lawn and a strong deep-rooted
system. Watering time is best in the early morning.
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